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Abstract

To investigate the reasonable method for selecting persons in organization personnel
training, our study focuses on the formulation of personnel selection in organization
personnel training based on knowledge supernetwork. First, this paper states the
process of constructing organization training supernetwork and formulates the model
for selecting single person. Subsequently, we establish the model for selecting multiple
persons based on training knowledge supernetwork and analyze the complexity and the
shortcomings in detail. Third, to improve the accuracy of personnel selection, we build
the model for selecting multiple persons based on step-by-step method and analyze the
complexity. Final, the proposed models are verified by an application case.
Keywords: personnel training; supernetwork; single person selection; multiple
person’s selection; formulation

1. Introduction
With the advent of the knowledge economy, knowledge has become one of the most
important organizational resources [1] and a key factor in organization. When an
organization wants to supplement knowledge or improve knowledge structure, talent
recruiting and personnel training often are considered [2]. Owing to the simplicity,
personnel training is usually adopted. In personnel training, managers need to overcome
the following problems: 1) how to determine organization needing knowledge (i.e.,
training content); and 2) how to select reasonable person(s) to be trained?
Up to now, there are few researches about the two problems. Yu et al. [3] proposed a
method for selecting one person to train based on knowledge supernetwork. The main
procedure can be summarized as following: 1) the knowledge supernetwork of
organization personnel training needs to be constructed; 2) knowledge of the person
based on the knowledge supernetwork is expressed; 3) organization needing knowledge
is determined based on the knowledge supernetwork; 4) the similarity between
organization needing knowledge and each personnel's knowledge is calculated; and 5)
the person with the maximum similarity is selected to train.
The method proposed by Yu et al. [3] not only improves organization knowledge
structure, but also shortens training time. That is because the person with the highest
similarity to organization needing knowledge (i.e., training content) is trained. The
shortcoming of the method [3] is that it can only select one person to train. For an
organization, training multiple persons simultaneously is necessary. Therefore, our
study focuses on formulating the models for multiple person’s selection for organization
personnel training and clarifying the complexities and features.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the research
status and introduces important methods used in the research. Section 3 formulates the
model for selecting single person by quantifying the method [3] and states the
shortcoming of selecting single person. Subsequently, we propose the model for
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selecting multiple persons. In section 4, to solve the shortcoming of selecting multiple
persons, we formulate the model for selecting multiple persons based on step-by-step
method and analyze the complexity. Section 5 verifies our proposed models by an
application case. Section 6 gives the conclusions and future problems.

2. Personnel Training and Knowledge Supernetwork
2.1. Personnel Training
Personnel training, also known as talent training [4], plays an important role in
human resource management. In addition, personnel training is an effective method to
enhance human resource level and to increase personnel knowledge and capacity.
In summary, most previous studies on personnel training focus on the importance of
personnel training, objectives of personnel training and personnel training modes [5]. In
addition, the procedure of person selection in personnel training generally includes [6] 1)
determination of evaluation index, 2) evaluation of each person according to index
system, and 3) selection of the person with highest evaluation score. The evaluation
index includes [7] field, title, gender, age, and knowledge. Field, title, gender and age
can be easily determined. However, personnel knowledge is difficult to be expressed
and evaluated, even though knowledge is very significant for supplementing and
improving organization knowledge structure.
To overcome the difficulty in expressing and evaluating personnel knowledge, Yu et
al. [3] proposed a method for selecting one person to train based on knowledge
supernetwork. The main contribution can be descried as: 1) knowledge supernetwork of
organization personnel training is constructed to express a personnel’s knowledge; 2)
organization needing knowledge is determined based on the knowledge supernetwork; 3)
the similarity between organization needing knowledge and the personnel's knowledge
is calculated; and 4) the person with the maximum similarity is selected for being
trained.
2.2. Knowledge Supernetwork
Knowledge supernetwork, as a kind of supernetwork [8], refers to the supernetwork
containing multiple knowledge networks [9]. Knowledge supernetwork has been used
to study the characteristics of knowledge system and to solve real problems. Xi et al.
[10] used knowledge supernetwork to integrate different types of knowledge resources.
Xi et al. [11] used knowledge supernetwork to analyze the influence of person loss on
organizational knowledge structure. Sun et al. [12] studied the construction method of
innovation team based on knowledge supernetwork. Sun et al. [13] investigated the
method for recruiting talent based on knowledge supernetwork. In the research,
knowledge supernetwork is used to select persons to be trained. We use the two
following methods based on the knowledge supernetwork: expression of personnel
knowledge and knowledge similarity degree calculation [14].
The procedure of constructing personnel training knowledge supernetwork and
related methods used in this research is described as follows.
2.2.1. File Preprocessing: File preprocessing is to transfer the file containing
knowledge elements into the file (such as TXT file) which can be operated easily by
computer.
2.2.2. Knowledge Element Mining: After file preprocessing, we can mine knowledge
elements using knowledge mining tools. Knowledge mining tools are utilized to mine
the concept-knowledge elements. So, common text mining tools can be used to mine
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knowledge elements. The detailed knowledge mining methods and tools can be found
in [9, 10, 15].
Construction of Knowledge Supernetwork for Organization Personnel Training: By
using the personnel information and knowledge elements mined from files, we can
construct the knowledge supernetwork for personnel training, as shown in Figure 1. Based
on the knowledge supernetwork, we can express personnel knowledge, determine
organization needing knowledge, and calculate the similarity between organization needing
knowledge and the personnel's knowledge.

Figure 1. Knowledge Supernetwork of Organization Personnel Training
2.2.4. Expression of the Personnel's Knowledge: In Figure 1, the personnel set can be
donated as SP = {P1, P2,…,Pn}, where knowledge of Pi can be expressed as:

(1)
Pi  pi  (vik )1  n  [vi1, vi 2 ,...,vin ] ,
where
t , kek is contained in Pi
.
vik  
0，kek is not contained in Pi

(2)

If knowledge element kek is not contained in Pi, then vik=0; otherwise, vik=t, where t
denotes the frequency of kei appearing in Pi.
2.2.5. Organization Needing Knowledge: The method for determining the knowledge
required by organization can be found in [3]. Assuming that organization needing
knowledge (ONK) is expressed as:
(3)
ONK  [ke1, ke2 ,...,ket ]
2.2.6. Simulation between Organization Needing Knowledge and the Personnel's
Knowledge: All knowledge in all persons (AK) can be expressed as:
(4)
AK  [ke1, ke2 ,...,kel ]
To produce a standard knowledge element vector (K), we merge ONK and AK.
K  ONK  AK  [ke1, ke2 ,...,ket ]  [ke1, ke2 ,...,kel ]  [ke1, ke2 ,...,ken ] (5)
Based on the standard vector (K), weight of the knowledge element kek in Pi can be
calculated as [16, 17]: Wkek=tf×idf. tf 

vik
n

, where vik is the frequency kek appearing

 vik

k 1
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in Pi and
idf  lg

n

 vik

k 1

denotes the total number of knowledge elements in Pi.

| SP  ONG |
, where |SP+ONK| equals |SP|+1 (ONK is thought as a special
| ( SP  ONG)kek |

person to facilitate calculation) and |(SP+ONK)kek| represents the total number of
persons and ONK who contain kek.
After calculating the weight of each knowledge element, Pi and ONK can be
expressed
by
weight
vector
as
follows: Pi (or ONK )  pi (or onk )  (wik )1  n  [wi1, wi 2 ,...,win ] . Consequently, the similarity
between Pi and ONK computed by the vector cosine [16, 17] is
n

SIM ( Pi ,ONK )  cos ( p i ,onk ) 

 w ik  w jk

k 1

 n
2 
2  n
  w ik   w jk 
 k 1

 k 1

.

Based on the above procedure, Yu et al. [3] proposed that the person with the
maximum similarity should be selected to train. However, Yu et al. [3] did not
formulate the person selection of organization personnel training, which results in lack
of theoretical analysis. Therefore, section 3.1 summarizes the main contributions of [3]
and formulates the mathematical model.

3. Models for Selecting Single Person and Selecting Multiple Persons
3.1. Model for Selecting Single Person
3.1.1. Index: Index i refers to the index of persons (i=1,2,…,|SP|), where |SP| is the
total number of persons.
3.1.2. Parameters: ONK: Organization needing knowledge;
Pi: Knowledge of person i;
SP: Set of persons;
SIM (ONK, Pi): Similarity between organization needing knowledge and the
personnel's knowledge and can be calculated by the method in section 2.2.6.
1, if person i is selected;
0, otherwise.

3.1.3. Decision Variable: X i  
3.1.4. Objective Function:

| SP|

Nsim  max  SIM (ONK , Pi )  X i
i 1

(6)

It subjects to
| SP|

 Xi  1

i 1

(7)

3.1.5. Features: Obviously, the complexity of the model is |SP|, because the person
with the maximum similarity is selected to train. In other words, the model is to select
only one person to train. However, it is necessary to select multiple persons
simultaneously in organization personnel training. Accordingly, we propose the model
for selecting multiple persons.
3.2. Model for Selecting Multiple Persons
3.2.1. Formulation: Different from the constraint in the model for selecting single
person, the constraint in the model for selecting multiple persons is:
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| SP|

 Xi  M

i 1

(8)

In the formula, M denotes the number of persons to be trained. M=1 means only one
person is selected, i.e., the model for selecting single person. M>1 means multiple
persons need to be selected. Therefore, the model has better applicability than the
model for selecting single person.
3.2.2. Features: Multiple persons are selected by the model. For example, in a case
with |SP| persons, 3 persons are selected to train. The similarity set of {SIM (ONK, Pi) |
i=1, 2, ..., |SP|} will be sorted in decreasing order. Subsequently, the first 3 persons with
the maximum similarity are selected to train.
The complexity of the model is determined by the algorithm of sorting {SIM (ONK,
Pi) |i=1, 2,..., |SP|}. If bubble sort is used, then the complexity is |SP|2. If quick sort is
used, then the complexity is |SP|lg|SP|.
3.2.3. Shortcoming: Although the model is better than the model for selecting single
person, it may produce unreasonable results. For example, in the case that ONK
contains two fields and the first 3 maximum similarities are: 0.8, 0.7, and 0.6. The first
two persons (assume they are person 1 and person 2) belong to a field and the third
person (assume person 3) belongs to another field. If selecting one person, then
obviously person 1 should be selected. This is consistent with the result of Yu et al. [3].
If selecting two persons to supplement knowledge of the two fields simultaneously, then
obviously person 1 and person 3 should be selected. However, using the model for
selecting multiple persons, persons 1 and 2 will be selected. This is unreasonable. That
is because is the model does not consider the change of organization needing
knowledge after selecting person 1. In fact, after selecting person 1, organization
needing knowledge has been supplemented partly. Subsequently, organization needing
knowledge (ONK) should be expressed as ONK-P1.

4. Model for Selecting Multiple Persons based on Step-by-step
Method
Based on the idea that organization needing knowledge changes after one person is
selected, we propose the model for selecting multiple persons based on step-by-step
method.
4.1. Notations
4.1.1. Indices: m: Index of steps (n=1,2,…,M);
i: Index of persons who is not selected (i=1,2,…,|SUP|).
4.1.2. Parameters: ONK1: Organization needing knowledge of the first step;
SSP1: Set of selected persons of the first step, null set;
SUP1: Set of unselected persons of the first step, containing all persons;
UPi: Knowledge of unselected person i;
SIM (ONK1, UPi): Similarity between ONK1 and UPi.
4.1.3. Variables: ONKm: Organization needing knowledge of the mth step;
SSPm: Set of selected persons of the mth step, m-1 persons in SSPm;
SUPm: Set of unselected persons of the mth step;
SIM (ONKm, UPi): Similarity between ONKm and UPi.
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1, if unselected person i is selected in step m;
0, otherwise.

4.1.4. Decision Variable: X mi  

4.2. Formulation of Selecting Multiple Persons based on Step-by-step Method
Objective function:
M | SUPm |

Nsim  max   SIM (ONKm ,UPi )  X mi
m 1 i 1

(9)

It subjects to:
| SUPm |

 X mi  1 m

(10)

i 1

M | SUPm |

  X mi  M

(11)

m 1 i 1

M

 X mi  1 i

(12)

m 1

ONGm = ONG(m-1) –
SUPm = SUP(m-1) –
SSPm = SSP(m-1) +

| SUP( m1) |



i 1
| SUP( m1) |

UPi × X ( m 1)i

(13)



UPi × X ( m 1)i

(14)



UPi × X ( m 1)i

(15)

i 1
| SUP( m1) |
i 1

Equation (9) means the person with the maximum similarity in step m should be
selected. Equation (10) is the constraint that guarantees only one person is selected in
each step. Equation (11) is the constraint of total number of selected persons, i.e., M
persons are selected. Equation (12) ensures that each person is selected at most one time.
Equation (13) expresses the new ONK after selecting one person. Equation (14)
expresses the set of unselected persons after selecting a person. Equation (15) expresses
the set of selected persons after selecting one person.
4.3. Complexity
In step m, there are |SUPm| persons, and so the complexity is C|SUPm|1. Therefore, the
M

complexity of selecting M persons is P|SUPm|M =  | SUPm | . If M=1, then the model
m 1

equals the model for selecting single person. If M>1, then the model is a combinational
problem. Obviously, the complexity of the model is much larger than that of the model
for selecting multiple persons.

5. Computational Experiments
5.1. Test Instance
Suppose that a knowledge-intensive organization wants to improve the knowledge
structure by personnel training. The organization has 3 persons and 38 files containing
personnel knowledge. To verify our proposed model, we select 2 persons from the three
persons to train. Test data are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Data of Unselected Persons
Unselected
Person
1
2
3

Field of personnel knowledge
Management science and
engineering
Management science and
engineering
Business management

Number of
documents
15
13
10

Table 2. Similarities between ONK1 and the Unselected Persons
Unselected Person

SIM(ONK1, UPi)

1
2
3

0.8
0.7
0.6

5.2. Result of Selecting Wholly Persons
Using the model of selecting wholly multiple persons, person 1 and person 2 will be
selected. However, both person 1 and person 2 supplement the knowledge of
management science and engineering. Therefore, the organization needing knowledge
in business management cannot be supplemented. This is unreasonable.
5.3. Result of Selecting Persons based on Step-by-step Method
By using the model for selecting multiple persons based on step-by-step method,
person 1 will be selected in the first step. Subsequently, the new organization needing
knowledge is modified as ONK1-UP1. Then SIM (ONK2, UPi) will be calculated. The
result is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Similarities between ONK2 and Unselected persons
Unselected Person
SIM(ONK2, UPi)
2
0.4
3
0.8
Based on the result of Table 3, person 3 will be selected in the second step. Thus, the
two fields of both management science and engineering and business management can
be supplemented.
The reason of SIM (ONK2, UP2) < SIM (ONK2, UP3) is because person 1 has
supplemented the knowledge in management science and engineering. Consequently,
the knowledge in business management is in the great need of organization.

6. Conclusions and Future Research
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as following: Firstly, we
formulate the model for selecting single person. Subsequently, we propose the model
for selecting multiple persons and clarify the complexity and the features. Finally, we
propose the model for selecting multiple persons based on step-by-step method to
improve the accuracy of personnel selection.
The shortcomings or the features of the three proposed models are summarized in
Table 4. The complexities of the three proposed models are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 4. Shortcomings or Features of Three Proposed Models
Models
Model of selecting single person
Model of selecting wholly multiple
persons
Model of selecting multiple persons
based on step-by-step method

Shortcomings or features
Single person selection
Multiple persons selection, unreasonable result
Multiple persons selection, reasonable result, and
higher complexity

Table 5. Complexities of three Proposed Models
Models
Model of selecting single person
Model of selecting wholly multiple
persons
Model of selecting multiple persons
based on step-by-step method

Number of selected
persons
1
1

Complexity

1

|SP|
|SP|
Up to the algorithm to sort,
such as |SP|2 and |SP|lg|SP|
C|SUPm|1 (i.e., |SP|)

>1

P|SUPm| M =  | SUPm |

>1

M

m 1

|SP| is the total number of persons. |SUP1| is the number of unselected persons in the
first step and equals to |SP|. |SUPm| is the number of unselected persons in step m.
However, there are still some shortcomings in the proposed model for selecting
multiple persons based on step-by-step method. For example, not only higher similarity
with organization needing knowledge needs to be considered in selecting person, other
aspects, such as current capacity, potential, character, attitude, and gender also should
be concerned as well. In addition, the complexity of the model for selecting multiple
persons based on step-by-step method is high. The effective method for rapidly
selecting persons needs to be researched in the future.
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